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“Paul Robeson was an artistic genius, moral titan, and courageous freedom fighter whom we must never forget!”
—Dr. Cornel West, Harvard University

“Sharon Rudahl’s graphic biography of Paul Robeson is vivid, well-informed, and deeply moving—a compelling account of a towering American hero, whose courage is more inspiring than ever at this fraught historical moment.”
—T. J. Jackson Lears, Board of Governors Distinguished Professor of History, Rutgers University

“With powerful drawings, meticulous attention to historical detail, and deep appreciation for his wife, Eslanda Goode Robeson, Rudahl, Buhle, and Ware provide us with a deeply moving tribute to the enormous talent, courage and genius of Paul Robeson.”
—Betina Aptheker, Distinguished Professor Emerita, Feminist Studies, University of California, Santa Cruz

“With extraordinary rhythm, these arresting drawings and captivating words seamlessly weave insights from critical race theory, global politics, Marxist theory, cultural studies, and historical criticism to narrate the inimitable life of Paul Robeson. Robeson’s story is as much a meditation on black aliveness in the face of systemic racism today as it is an insightful history of one man’s fortitude against government persecution of yesteryear. This graphic biography captivated me from the first page—I couldn’t put it down! It will be a classic in the genre.”
—Andre C. Willis, Associate Professor of Religion, Brown University

“They are the first to tell Paul Robeson’s story in graphic form. Here is a man who was an artist, an activist, and a man with Waldenian faith—an inspiring figure whose influence is felt today.”

“Ballad of an American takes a creative and thoughtful approach to sharing the life story of the great artist-activist. It is a welcome addition to the body of literature on Paul Robeson.”
—Lindsey R. Swindall, author of Paul Robeson: A Life of Activism and Art
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A WORLD TO WIN
By his sophomore year at Rutgers Paul Robeson was 6 feet 3 inches, over 200 muscled pounds. He was the mainstay of the football team. New York newspapers hailed his exploits on the gridiron...

But sometimes racists bellowed from the stands ~

NIGGER!

GET THE BIG DARKEY!

GO BACK TO AFRICA!

NIGGER!

On the road, segregation forced Paul to live apart from his teammates.

When Rutgers played south of the Mason-Dixon line, Paul ate alone on the bus.

Some Southern colleges refused to play a team with a black athlete.
By the time Showboat closed in late 1929, Robeson was such a commanding star that he was offered the role of Othello at a record £300 per week.

In 1603 Shakespeare wrote a character of African descent more believable than any written by white authors in Robeson's lifetime.

But no black actor had played Othello since Ira Aldridge in the mid-19th century.

The few months before Othello began rehearsals were a whirlwind of travel and performances —

A concert tour across Europe, including singing with a full orchestra in Paris...

A triumphant U.S. tour of the spirituals, with Larry Brown on piano...

Audiences all over the world knew Paul from his records. At each stop he was mobbed by autograph seekers.

He's got the whole world in his hands.
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1937’s *King Solomon’s Mines*, from the Rider Haggard best seller, was an especially lavish production. Scenic backgrounds were filmed in Africa.

Robeson as Chief Umbopa

**Thrills!**

*All Stars Cast!*

27,000 Natives! Wild Animals Exploding Volcanos Grass Huts

King Solomon’s Mines

In *Big Fella*, Essie and Larry Brown have parts. Paul plays another singing dockworker. He finds a lost boy and helps raise him.

*Big Fella* is a breakthrough in showing black British characters as ordinary people getting along in life.

Oh Shenandoah— I long to see you...

Away, I’m bound away...

The four insurgent generals... They tried to betray us...

Leningrad... Kiev... Odessa... Moscow...

All your tears of sorrow... We shall avenge them...

Meadowlands Meadowlands... Red Army Heroes passing...

Chinese people rise up!... We are the peat bog soldiers...

Marching with our spades...

Between work on *King Solomon’s Mines* and going on location in Egypt for the movie *Jericho*, Paul Robeson went on a monthlong concert tour in the Soviet Union, performing folk and protest songs from many lands.
As Robeson’s fame grew, so did his F.B.I. file.

By 1941, J. Edgar Hoover was sending agents to spy on Paul’s public appearances...

...More commie propaganda songs...

Joshua fought the battle of Jericho

December 7, 1941—The Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor. The U.S.A. officially entered W.W.II.

"...Racial and religious prejudice continue to cast an ugly shadow on the principles for which we are fighting."

Paul urged everyone to unite to fight fascism—but not to excuse racism.

Robeson sang at war bond rallies and for U.S. troops shipping out for combat.

He was even invited to join First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt on the platform at a conference for human welfare.